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The LLA that handles the
addressing of the auxiliary
connector
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The normal 16-pin sockot for
the game port is too fragile for
everyday use, so the Apple Ile is
fitted vith a small D-socket in
parallel
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£845 plus VAT

460 c 385 x 115rrm
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1 MHz

16 Kbytes ROM
64 Kbytes RAM
Expandable to 126 Kbytes or more
with bank-switching
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24 lines of 40 characte's,
monochrome only. Low resolution
graphics of 48 x 40 in 16 colours.
High resolution graphics of 192 x

280 in 6 colours

Casse tte, composite video, 7
expansion slots, game po rt
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Applesoft BASIC
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Most of the common alternative
languages, and some rarities, are
available

Installation and BASIC manuals.
TV lead
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62 high-quality keys
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The accompanying
cocumentation is of a ve ry high
standard, though the advanced
mater al needed for a full
understand ng o f the machine has
to be purchased separately and it
is rather expensive. A huge range
of bocks catering to al levels of
interest is available, and the
machine is probably the most
comprehensively cove-ed in this
respect

General-Purpose I/O Card
Sometimes a card can have so
many possible functions that a
controller-RUM would restrict
the user and become a liab lity.
Th s card, which has two 6522
versatile interface adaptors, is
such an example. It has 40
separately controllable I/O lines,
two shift-registers which are
used for converting rata from
parallel to serial fora, and four
16-bit timers
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